SUBJ CLN STATUS REPORTING OF ACFT DOOR LOCK DEVICE AND IGNITION SWITCH LOCK INSTL (RCS AND-232)

A. DA MSG, DALC-VA, 251-872 JUN 79, SUBJ CLN ACFT SYS SECURITY DEVICES.
B. MTO 33-125-22-33-1 (DOOR LOCK DEVICES) AH-1, UM-1, CH-47,
   CH-34, CH-4, CH-5, OY-1.
C. MTO 33-125-22-33-2 (DOOR LOCK DEVICES) UM-1, OY-1.
D. KMO 33-125-22-1-50-1 (IGNITION SWITCH LOCK) AH-1.
F. MW 33-125-22-1-50-3 (IGNITION SWITCH LOCK) CH-47.
G. MW 33-125-22-1-50-4 (IGNITION SWITCH LOCK) CH-34,
   CH-4, CH-5, OY-1.
I. MW 33-125-22-1-50-6 (IGNITION SWITCH LOCK) UM-1.
J. MW 33-125-22-1-50-7 (IGNITION SWITCH LOCK) UM-1.
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K. MSG, DAC-VA, ARMY-AOG, 192140Z DEC 74.

MTO IN TWO PARTS

A. THE PURPOSE OF MTO IS TO PROVIDE ADDED EMPHASIS ON THE PROMPT APPLICATION OF THESE URGENT WARS AND TO MODIFY THE PRESENT REPORTING SYS.

A-1. REF A REQUESTED THAT DA BE SENT A MONTHLY STATUS REPORT ON INSTL OF ACFT SECURITY DEVICES IN THE MTO WARS. DA IS CONCERNED THAT THE INSTL OF DOOR LOCK DEVICES AND IGNITION SWITCH LOCKS FOR SECURITY AND ACFT BE COMPLETED EXPEDITIOUSLY AND REPORTED IMMEDIATELY, IN ORDER TO PROVIDE DA WITH A TIMELY RECORD OF SECURITY DEVICES INSTL. REF B ESTABLISH A MONTHLY RGS REPORT, SUCH AS ABOVE.

A-2. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT APPROPRIATE COMMAND SUPERVISION WILL INSURE TOTAL COMPLIANCE AT THE NEXT 30 TO 45 DAYS.

A-3. THE REPORT WILL CONSIST OF THE STATE REPORTING AND THE FOL

FORMAT:
A. ACFT SYS REPORTED
B. NUMBER OF SYS REPORTED
C. NO OF ACFT BY SYS ON WHICH IGNITION SWITCH LOCKS HAVE BEEN INSTALLED.
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D. NO OF ACFT BY SYS ON WHICH DOOR LOCK DEVICES HAVE BEEN INSTALLED.
STL Army/13
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All Acs have been MOD from overhaul
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R: ARMS OAD ODGEWOOD MD OAOAVN-L

TO: AIO 74R

INFO: RBFPA/CNGB WASH DC NGB-ARL-A

RUMTFA/DDR USAVSCOM ST MO AMSAV-QUZD

BT

UNCLAS

PASS TO EA USPFO ABOVE

SUBJECT: CLN EXCESS SWITCH COMM ROTARY LOCKS COMM NSN 2975-00-532-5747

REQUEST THAT SACE CONSOLIDATE QUANTITIES OF SUBJ LOCKING DEVICE

WHICH ARE EXCESS OR SHORT TO HWQ COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS AND RENDER

A REPORT TO ARMS ALC COMM ATTN CLN CWS NOWICKI COMM AUTON 594-2229 COMM

NLT COB 9 JAN 76

21. NEGATIVE REPORTS ARE REQUIRED;

C/W

22 Dec 75

Larry Lacey
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